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Good morning. Welcome to Minnesota. Preferably most of the time it’s the land of ten thousand lakes 
but we've had a lot of rain so we 1 think there's about a million ponds with mosquitos breeding in them 
right now. So enjoy your time here at Minnesota.  
 
I'm glad you're here today. Again I am Tom Gottfried with the Minnesota Department of Transportation, 
the state DOT. There is Greater Minnesota and there is the 7-county metropolitan area of the Twin 
Cities, which is an old division of transportation. The local COG and the MPO here actually operates all 
the public transportation in the 7-county metropolitan area, which is the Twin Cities where you are now 
enjoying its transportation options. And I assume some of you later on maybe will have a chance to get 
on the Green Line.  
 
And one of the things I can go do to welcome you to Minnesota is give you statistics. There are 80 
counties in Minnesota. There are 12 million transportation rides that were rendered in 2013 in Greater 
Minnesota. There was 94 million roughly in 2009 of public transit here in the metropolitan area. There 
were another 2 million rides provided through the Section 5310 program and JARC and New Freedom in 
2013. Yes we're still using 2000 old money for JARC and New Freedom. We'll be wrapping up that in 
2014. We've spent roughly $77 million in Greater Minnesota and about $469 million for the metro Twin 
Cities area. What does this all mean? It's numbers. I can give you stats Doesn't mean anything because it 
all means as far as we're concerned and the motivation that gets us here to this conference and why 
we're here today is about the following thing: people and access. That's fundamentally what we're all 
about.  
 
MNDOT has adopted a slogan of getting from A to B. Functionally as a DOT our job is to make sure 
everything, not just people, moves from Point A to B. It's a very nice campaign. If you want to see it go 
to the MNDOT website. The Commissioner of Transportation by the way extends his welcome to 
Minnesota as well. He is a private sector businessman for many years, works with the Jefferson bus line 
services and has taken on the job as the Commissioner of Transportation in Minnesota. This is very good 
news for us because we actually know somebody that's sitting in the top position at MNDOT that 
actually knows what a bus looks like. That's important. At one point in time he actually drove a bus. So in 
other words, he knows what it's interacting with clients and the people. He also knows what it means to 
have access and not to have access.  
 
There's a variety of different things that we have to look at. And I was reading those statements in the 
surveys that you all filled out (and if I quote you here or misquote you please feel free to correct me). “If 
only we could move past the barrier of ownership and truly work on the whole unit versus single 
transportation services.” “An open network of affordable convenient transportation that all providers 
could have ownership and feed off of each other would be extremely beneficial for individuals who need 
and depend on transportation.” “If only we could have everyone work together to use existing resources 
more efficiently. “ “If only we could have better partnerships with our public transit agencies.” “If only 
we could get every agency and organization that provides transportation to really get rid of our 
majority,” which I think in this context means territorial interests. Pool every vehicle and work together 
on a regional basis to maximize the rides.  
 
There's a little theme there. And I think it's a theme that I would like to help you carry out through this 
whole discussion for the two days here. You live it every single day, but sometimes it takes a little bit of 



a pregnant pause. Treat these next two days as your pregnant pause to hear new ways, new thoughts, 
new feelings about how you're going to go about doing your business that you do every day. The theme 
is this: partnership.  
 
Everybody reach into their -- what's this? It's a wallet. Now, does everybody remember who I work for? 
Okay, MnDOT. In theory that we're the deep pockets. In theory, you track on the idea that we are the 
resolution to solving all your fiscal problems. Actually some say we're the cause of all your fiscal 
problems. I like to be a glass full not empty point of view. The opportunity and the creativity in this room 
as Carolyn indicated before, bottom line, is sitting here right now. The resolution to your problem that 
you came here saying “this really is nagging at me.” Today it is here in this room right now. As a matter 
of fact you might even have your own answers. But it's going to be built on somebody else's point of 
view. Some other circumstance. Because in Minnesota we do business this way does not mean in 
Virginia that's the way it's going to work for you in Virginia. Or if this is the way you do it in Oklahoma, 
and we get this taken care of, that might actually work in Wyoming. Bottom line is, we've got a lot of 
challenges, and we've got a lot of things in front of us, but we also have a lot of creativity by the sheer 
fact that you are here. This alone creates the opportunity for this to be your moment, your system's 
moment, four years into the making. Actually I've been doing this business since 1990, 24 years in the 
making, and I think we have the best opportunities right now.  
 
I'll close with a really short little story. I used to be in the private sector and I used to work for a 
company that actually benefited by chaos and change. Now, what business could benefit from chaos 
and change? Every time the market was going up, our business went up. Every time the market was 
going down, our business went up. How does that work? Because we created a business model that 
allows for people to transition through change. If you want to know more about that, I'll explain it at 
another time because I was told I only have five minutes. The long and the short of it is this: there are 
opportunities available to all of you. This conference, held in Minnesota, is just a springboard for you to 
go back home. Because one of the challenges is you'll hear the rah-rah, sis-boom-ba, that kind of thing, 
and you'll get all charged up but what are you going to do with this next Monday? I would like you to 
take the following pearl of wisdom. Partnerships. Partnerships. Partnerships that have money. And 
every partnership has money. Every person, agency, program, if they exist, they have money. Do not 
forget that. Let's have some fun.  
 


